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INTRODUCTION OF
THE COMPUTER-BASED OPERATION TRAINING TOOLS IN CLASSROOMS
TO SUPPORT SIMULATOR TRAINING
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BWR Operator Training Center Corp.
Ohkuma-machi, Fukushima-ken, 979-13 Japan

Abstract

Operation training with full-scope simulators is effective to improve trainees operation
competency. To obtain more effective results of simulator training, roles of the "classroom
operation training" closely cooperated to simulator training are important. The "classroom
operation training" is aimed at pre- and post-studies for operation knowledge related to
operation training using full-scope simulators. We have been developing computer-based
operation training tools which are used in classroom training sessions. As the first step, we
developed the Simulator Training Replay System. This is an aiding tool in the classroom
used to enhance trainees operation performance. This system can synchronously replay plant
behavior on CRT displays with operators action on a video monitor in the simulator training
sessions. This system is used to review plant behavior / trainees response after simulator
training sessions and to understand plant behavior / operation procedure before operation
training.

1. INTRODUCTION

BWR Operator Training Center Corporation (BTC) was established in 1971 and has
been conducting operator training using the full-scope simulator since 1974. With the
increasing number of the operating plants in Japan, BTC has increased the number of
simulators at the Fukushima and Niigata Center, and now has five full-scope simulators
including the ABWR simulator.

BWR power plant operation is conducted by shift crews, consisting of shift
supervisor, assistant shift supervisor, main control room operators and auxiliary equipment
operators. BTC offers several training courses based on respective operators' job levels and
experiences. BWR operators training system at BTC is shown in fig.l. The initial training
course has been provided for the candidates who are assigning the main control room
operators. As continuing training courses for those who have been assigned as control room
operators, the "refresher training courses" and the "senior operator training course" have
been provided. These training courses are directed at individuals, and trainees came from
different power plants compose an operational team temporarily and are trained. In addition
to these training courses for individuals, BTC also offers the crew training directed at actual
shift crews. Total numbers of the trainees by the end of September 1997, are 8962
individuals and 3647 teams.

The subjects of these training courses are mainly operation training using full-scope
simulators. To improve the simulator training effectiveness further, BTC has been
introducing the computer-based operation training tools to be used in classroom sessions.



2. NEEDS OF CLASSROOM OPERATION TRAINING TOOLS

The curriculums and contents of BTC training courses have been developed
according to the job analyses of the operators. To improve trainees operation competency
and proficiency, it is no doubt that the operation training using full-scope simulators is
effective. The operation training is intended to have trainees experience the operation at the
same circumstances with that of the actual plant control room, and acquire the operational
skill. This is the reason why the importance is placed on the "fidelity" of the full-scope
simulators.

On the otheT hand, to improve trainees operational competencies further, pre- and
post-studies of simulator training which will develop and enhance trainees operational
knowledge, should be strengthened. As for the pre-study, trainees are required to understand
the operation training contents, including plant behaviors and operation procedures. As for
the post-study, trainees need to review the operation training exercises. Although full-scope
simulators have been also used for these studies, they have some limitations for suitable
explanation and instruction functions necessary to these studies. It is because the design of
the full-scope simulators have focused mainly on its "fidelity", and no suitable functions for
these studies have been developed and added to it.

This is the reason why we need the computer-based training tools optimized for
instruction in the pre- and post-studies. Because of limitation in the time to use simulators,
these training tools should be used in the classroom sessions. Fig.2 shows the needs of the
classroom operation training tools.

Now, BTC has been developing several classroom operation training tools aimed at
following subjects;
• to study plant transient behaviors
• to study emergency operation procedures
• to review operation training exercises

Among these tools, the tool to review training exercises is called the "Simulator
Training Replay System". This system is closely cooperated with the operation training.
This system can be also used for pre-study, by means of replaying the exemplary operation
to the certain scenarios.

3. SIMULATOR TRAINING REPLAY SYSTEM

The "Simulator Training Replay System" used in the classroom was developed as a
training supporting tool for instructors to carry out effectively pre- and post-studies of
operation training.

3.1. The intention of system introduction

Review sessions of simulator training exercises are important for confirming the
effect of the simulator training. Trainees can understand the training contents and reflect on
their operational responses in these sessions. These post-study was usually conducted at the
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simulator control room after training exercises. Sometimes, "replay" function of simulators
or video were used. However, there were some limitations of instruction functions for this
study with simulators, as follows,

(l)Reproduce function of training exercises to reflect on trainees operational response by
themselves.

(2)Display function of necessary information to study relationship between operation and
plant behavior.

(3)Comparing function of plant behavior between training exercises and exemplary
operation to confirm the problems of trainees responses.

Additionally, we could not utilize simulators much time for these studies. It is because they
reduce relatively the time for the operation training, which is more essential for use of
valuable full-scope simulators. •

The "Simulator Training Replay System" was developed and introduced to solve
these problems. This system can reproduce the simulator training exercises using video and
operational data. This system also has the enhanced instruction functions to analyze and
explain the interrelationship of plant behavior and operational responses.

( . . .
By reproducing the examples of exemplary operation which were prepared by

instructors beforehand, this system is also the: useful training tool for the pre-study of
operation training.

3.2. Outlines of the system

3.2.1. System structure and composition of the replaying set

Fig.3 shows the system structure. During simulator training, various operational data
are recorded and stored in the training data server. Also, the view of operators' action in the
simulator room are recorded by the video system. These data and video recording are
reproduced by the replaying set installed in the classroom for the pre- and post-studies. As a
feature of this system, one replaying set can reproduce the operational data and video
recording transferred from multiple simulators. The same systems were installed in BTCs

r two training centers. By March 1997, BTC's all five simulators have been connected with
this system. ' • . . ' . . ...

Fig.4 shows the over-all view of the replaying; set. It is composed of a video monitor
and two computer displays. The video monitor reproduces the view of operators' action in
the simulator room. The computer displays reproduce plant behavior data and operational
response data. As for plant behavior data, parameter's trend graphs and plant summary
(which shows the condition of major plant components visually) can be displayed. As for
operational response data, event sequence (which shows the manipulation history of PBs
and switches, the alarm history, and the actuation history of plant components) can be
displayed in the chronological sequence form.

As an important feature of the trend graph and the event sequence displays, there are
"time cursors" on these displays which indicate the point of replaying time.
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3.2.2. Functions of this system and their applications

Characteristic functions of this system and their applications to the pre- and post-
studies are as follows;

(1) Synchronous replaying function of data with video : When the video is replayed, plant
behavior data and operational response data are replayed in real-time with video
synchronously. This function enables us to observe plant behavior which was not
available when we were using only the video system. By means of preparing data and
video of "exemplary operation", this function can be applied not only for post-studies
but also for pre-studies.

(2) Analyzing function of operational data : This function is used not for real-time
replaying but for static analysis. When the video is stopped, time cursors on data
displays accept manual movement to any point. For example, if we set a time cursor
on the trend graph at an interesting point, another time cursor on the event sequence
shows what happened or what was done at the point. Thus, the interrelationship
between plant behavior and operators actions can be analyzed from various
operational points of view. This function is applied mainly to post-studies for the
purpose of; (a) pointing out operational errors observed , and (b) answering trainees'
questions, based on evidential data.

(3) Comparing function of parameters' trend graphs : Two different trend graphs can be
overlapped on the display and compared with each other. One is drawn by thick real
lines, and the other is drawn by thin dotted lines. For example, this function enables
us to evaluate objectively the trainees' operational responses as described below;
Beforehand, instructors demonstrate an exemplary operation to a training scenario
performing all necessary procedures, and store the result data (A). Then use the same
scenario for training, store the result data (B), and compare with data (A). If we could
observe some difference in them, it means there might be some problems or
weaknesses in trainees' operational responses. Using analyzing function, we can see
the reason of the difference, which should be pointed out.

33 Improving simulator training effectiveness by this system

The simulator training effectiveness can be improved by the Simulator Training
Replay System as follows;

(1) Instruction focusing on trainees' knowledge-based competency : This system helps
instructors to make trainees understand the interrelationship between plant behavior
and their operating actions. Knowledge-based competency is important for the
operation training.

(2) Accurate instruction : Using this system, instructors can use evidential data for the
purpose of pointing out operational problems observed during the simulator training.
It helps instructors to perform accurate, persuasive and confident instruction.

4. PLANNING TO EXPAND THE COMPUTER-BASED TRAINING TOOLS

BTC has been also expanding computer-based training tools for several training
process, based on the Simulator Training Replay System. Now, we aim at following items,
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• the reference data producing tool , which provides the necessary data to the comparing
function of the replay system

• the interactive operation study system, which is up-graded the instruction functions for
classroom training

• the self-study materials developing tool, which applies the data of the replay system to
self-studies - -

Fig. 5 shows relationship among these training tools and application to the training process.

4.1. The reference data generating tool

The comparing function of parameter's trend graphs is one of the most characteristic
functions of the Simulator Training Replay System. In order to utilize this function, it is
necessary to accumulate beforehand the "reference data" compared with the training
exercises data. However the reference data is necessary to be produced in full-scope
simulators, such works must occupy much instructor man-power and time to use simulators.

To accumulate the reference data efficiently, the "reference data generating tool" has
been designed. This tool is installed in the instructors office. By using this tool, we can edit
adequate operational responses for the certain training scenario by the software, and make
simulators execute this scenario with these operational responses automatically at the free
time of simulators, such as midnight and holidays. The results of automatic execution of
training scenario are stored in the training data server. This data can be used for the
reference data of this scenario. As a result, the reference data can be accumulated efficiently
with small man-power and without occupying the simulator.

This tool is also useful for preparing the new training scenarios. By using this tool,
we can edit training scenarios, make simulators to automatically execute these scenarios for
test-run and evaluate the scenarios adequate to training subjects with test-run data.

4.2. The interactive operation study System

Although the "Simulator Training Replay System" has fine reproducing functions of
simulator training exercises at the classroom, it is not able to permit us to retry correct or
alternate responses to replaying scenarios. As the post-study, it is a effective method to
confirm problems of operational response in the simulator room and results of the case that
correction is put in responses. It will be able to make trainees to recognize the effect of the
operation deeply. For this purpose, BTC is researching to develop the tool to review
interactively the training exercises in cooperation with the replay system.

43. The self-study materials developing tool

By means of putting supplemental explanation on the screen of the data display of the
Simulator Training Replay System, we believe additional value can be provided as better
teaching materials. The Simulator Training Replay System can accumulate various example
data for training scenarios by using the Reference Data Producing Tool. Also, this replay
system can display adequately the results of responses in accordance with viewpoints of
instruction for the scenarios by using the enhanced instruction functions, such as the
comparing function.. These screens displayed the results of response, with appropriate
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explanation, are expected to be suitable self-study materials for this training subject. These
materials will be able to be used with common PC system.

Then, we are developing the "Self-study Materials Developing Tool" for operation.
This system is a tool to process the data from Simulator Training Replay System, edit
necessary explanation and develop self-study materials.

5. CONCLUSION

To improve the effectiveness of the operation training with full-scope simulators,
BTC has been introducing computer-based operation training tools to be used in classrooms.
These tools are used for reinforcing the pre- and post-studies of simulator training. '

The Simulator Training Replay System is the most closely cooperated training tool
with full-scope simulators. By this system which enhanced the reproducing and analyzing
functions for simulator training exercises, pre- and post-studies of simulator training can be
effectively performed in the classroom. Trainees can enhance their knowledge-based
operation proficiency related to contents of simulator training. As the results, we can
improve the effectiveness of simulator training . •

BTC has been also developing training tools to apply several training process based
on the Simulator Training Replay System. These include the reference data generating tool,
the interactive operation study system and the self-study materials developing tool. By these
improvement, it is expected not only to strengthen the pre- and post-studies in the classroom
but also to make the opportunities of self-study for operation.

As for the classroom training tools, BTC will continue to develop suitable tools
corresponding to various training subjects, and improve further the effectiveness of
operation training.
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